We describe the performance of a reflective pulse-shaper based on a Micro-ElectroMechanical System (MEMS) linear mirror array. It represents a substantial upgrade of a preceding release [Opt. Lett. 35, 3102 (2010)] as it allows simultaneous piston and tilt mirror motion, allowing both phase-and binary amplitude-shaping with no wavelength restriction. Moreover, we show how the combination of in-axis and tilt movement can be used for active correction of spatial chirp.
Introduction
Research and industrial interest towards coherent large bandwidth sources is steadily increasing. Their appeal primarily comes from their versatility: large bandwidth pulses, which are associated to short time duration, nowadays as low as 10 fs even for commercial turn-key systems, are paramount ingredients in nonlinear optics, spectroscopy, and imaging. Thanks to their high peak powers (GW to TW), these pulses can easily induce nonlinear effects using comparatively low energies (pJ to mJ). Moreover, their ultrashort duration is exploited for studying and controlling molecular and material processes on a sub-picosecond timescale. All these applications can further profit from a tailored manipulation of the spectral and temporal properties of the pulses [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , which has motivated the development of pulse-shaping theory and the parallel evolution of pulse-shaping devices [6] . Presently, the latter are dominated by liquid crystal arrays which have proven very reliable [7] . Their main limitation is the material transmission cut-off in the visible-UV region, an issue only recently addressed by the group of Yamashita [8] . Acousto-optic modulators are an interesting alternative, as they are characterized by very easy alignment and operation. An opportune choice of the active crystal allows employing them in the UV spectral region [9, 10] . However, these positive features are downturned by their low throughput, limited bandwidth acceptance, and damage threshold [11, 12] . A third option, which remains quite overlooked at the moment, is represented by Micro-ElectroMechanical System (MEMS)-based all-reflective shapers. The use of MEMS mirror arrays for temporal pulseshaping was firstly proposed by Hacker et al. in 2003 using a two-dimensional device [13] .
Subsequently, a series of characterizations of the same chip have been carried out by ours [14] and by the Motkus research group [15] at 266 and 315 nm, respectively. Very recently, we have described the performances of a novel one-dimensional MEMS device for phase-only shaping that we designed and developed. We applied linear and quadratic phase modulations demonstrating the temporal compression of 800 and 400 nm pulses [16] .
In this contribution, we present a substantial upgrade of this device, as we have added to piston motion (phase-shaping) the additional possibility of mirror tilting. As we demonstrate in the following, this operation allows simultaneous phase-and (binary) amplitude-shaping. In the last section, we discuss other prospective and yet unexplored possibilities opened by this additional degree of freedom in terms of combined phase-and spatial-shaping. The present paper, which illustrates the optical implementation and characterization of our new device is complemented by a technical manuscript, which describes in full details the MEMS chip design, actuation, and electronics [17] .
Experimental

Optical setup
A detailed scheme of the set-up can be found in Ref. [16] . The laser source is a 17 femtosecond (fs) oscillator (Femtolaser, Femtosource Synergia 20) frequency doubled at 400 nm in a 150-μm-thick beta barium borate (BBO) crystal. The beam diameter is adjusted to 1 mm diameter to best match the vertical dimensions of the mirror elements of the MEMS device. The latter is placed at the Fourier plane of a folded, 4-f dispersion-free compressor [18] constituted of a 1200 grooves/mm and a f =150 mm cylindrical lens. The resulting spectrum is dispersed over the whole working section of the device with a full width at half maximum of 1.85 mm (Gaussian fit). The spatial characterization of the shaped beam is realized by a Newport LBP-1 profiler. The spectra at 400 nm are acquired by an in-line CCD array (Thorlabs LC1-USB) placed at the imaging output port of a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, Acton, SP2300i). Cross FROG (XFROG) traces [19, 20] are realized by frequency mixing the shaped 400 nm pulses with a portion of the fundamental 800 nm laser output in a 100-μm-thick BBO. The sum frequency signal at 266 nm is detected by a photomultiplier placed at the slit output of the spectrometer as a function of the relative time-delay between the 400 and 800 nm pulses, realized by varying the 800 nm optical path by means of a high-resolution linear translation stage (Physik Instrumente, M-505).
MEMS device
A throughout description of the MEMS chip and driving electronics is given in the accompanying technical paper [17] . The device is bulk-micromachined from a silicon-on-insulator wafer with a 35-μm-thick device layer using delayed-mask deep reactive ion etching. Because of the limited yield of the first production run, we could address only a limited region of 26 mirrors with the prototype chip used in this work. The size of each of these aluminum coated mirrors is 160×1000 μm 2 and, accounting for the 3 μm inter-mirrors gaps, the overall fill factor is greater than 98%. A single mirror element features independent actuators for tilt and piston, which are connected to the outer edges via X shaped springs, optimized to produce a viable compromise between stability and the specified angle and piston motions. Both degrees of freedom are enacted using a single spring: vertical comb drives are used in a symmetric way for out-of-plane piston movement, and in an asymmetric manner for enacting the torque for tilting. For the maximally applied voltage of 100 V, the piston stroke is 2.5 μm and the mechanical tilt 0.67 deg, corresponding to 1.3 deg of actual optical deflection. In a first series of measurements, summarized in Fig. 1 , we have thoroughly examined the effect of individual mirror tilting on the spatial and spectral properties of the beam. The interferometric images of the device shown in the leftmost column, indicate the actuation state of the device: 9, 18, and 24 neighboring mirrors out of 26 are deflected for the measurements presented in the first, second, and third row, respectively. All mirrors except two defective ones that could not be actuated (indicated by the red arrows), were mechanically tilted by 0.4 deg around a vertical axis parallel to the Fourier plane. As shown by the beam profiles in the second column, after the shaper grating the back-reflected beam is comprised by two parallel components horizontally displaced by ∼ 1 mm. The spectral components associated to each of these two portions are shown in the two rightmost columns. An animated version of the same picture is provided as online supplementary material. Given the good separation and excellent profile quality, mirror tilting can be used for binary spectral amplitude modulation by spatially selecting with a diaphragm one of the two beams. The intensity contrast observed is ∼ 90%. In a standard 4− f set-up, the ultimate spectral resolution is determined by the interplay between mirror lateral size, grating period, and horizontal dimension of the sagittal beam focused spot [6] .
Results and discussion
Spectral separation and amplitude shaping
To demonstrate time-domain pulse-shaping by amplitude modulation, in Fig. 2(A) we present the effect of imposing a regular binary actuation pattern on the spectrum of the deflected beam portion, by tilting by 0.4 deg every second mirror in the array. Figure 2 (B) corresponds to the result obtained by applying the complementary mask. According to shaping theory, such a regular spectral modulation corresponds to a multiple-pulse structure in the time-domain with a pulseseparation inversely proportional to the spectral modulation frequency. Indeed, the XFROG trace in panel C, corresponds to that of two femtosecond pulses delayed by ∼ 350 fs.
Phase-shaping
As extensively described in our previous publication [16] , temporal shaping of femtosecond pulses is obtained by imposing variable phase-shifts on selected spectral components by offsetting the mirror positions with respect to the Fourier plane. In the same work, we addressed a series of phase-shaping examples, including correction of positive and negative temporal chirp. Here, we focus on the unique features of our piston/tilt device, which, quite notably, allows simultaneous piston and tilt actuation of individual mirrors, enabling the possibility to impose independent phase-shifts on both the un-deflected and deflected spectral components. In Fig. 3 , we show two exemplary cross-correlation traces obtained for the rather extreme situation of two isolated spectral portions interfering in the time-domain. Panel A displays the trace obtained for the undeflected beam portion for two different phase-shifts between two spectral components set 3.3 nm apart (solid line Δφ = 0, dotted line Δφ = π). The results of the same procedure applied on the deflected beam are illustrated in Fig. 3(B) . The dashed dotted curve super-imposed to both plots correspond to the theoretical pulse shaping window, indicating the expected intensity of a phase-shaped pulse as a function of time [21] .
Spatial chirp
A highly undesirable effect often encountered when working with large bandwidth femtosecond pulses is spatial chirp, i.e. the fact that different frequency components are separated in a plane orthogonal to the propagation direction. Such a situation sets in, for instance, after transmission trough a tilted substrate, after propagation through a prism or grating compressor, or after frequency conversion in a nonlinear crystal. In some defined contexts, these effects can be quantified and compensated for by a clever design of the optical system: for example pulse compressors comprise of four passages through angularly dispersive elements at this scope. However, in complex and multi-elements set-ups, identifying the precise causes of spatial chirp and residual angular dispersion is not always trivial and -to our best knowledge -no active device has been proposed to date for its sharp correction. We show here how our MEMS device can be used to introduce (and conversely correct) spatial chirp along one direction. In the central section of Fig. 4 , we show the dependence of the spectral components of a femtosecond pulse after passing through the shaper with unactuated MEMS device. In the upper plot, one can observe that the spectrum is contained in a narrow ∼ 1 mm horizontal region, corresponding to the lateral dimension of the beam profile, indicating no or little presence of spatial chirp. The last observation is further confirmed by the inspection of the lower plot, showing the spectrally integrated intensity plotted as a function of the lateral position. On the contrary, in the lateral plots of Fig. 4 , we show how we can easily introduce a linear spatial dependence of the wavelength components, by tilting each mirror element by an linearly increasing angle. To highlight the versatility of the approach, a spectral chirp is deliberately introduced in the two opposite directions and over an extremely large area spanning up to three millimeters. Clearly, such a procedure entails the appearance of a temporal chirp, appearing from the different optical paths traveled by the differently deflected beam portions. This temporal chirp can be compensated for by a combined piston actuation provided that the induced delay remains within the temporal shaping window [16] . Additionally, a similar procedure might be applied to design a specific spectral separation for processes highly sensitivity to frequency angular dispersion, like achromatic doubling [22] and spatio-temporal focusing [23, 24] .
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the versatility of a new MEMS reflective shaper capable of phase-, amplitude-, and spatial-shaping over a broad wavelength range. Although the present study has been realized on a chip with only 26 fully working mirrors, the potentialities of this technology can be readily perceived considering the present results and those previously obtained with a piston-only release of the MEMS chip [16] . To increase the working elements yield, a new production run addressing some critical fabrication aspects is planned.
Beyond the increasing range of applications of large bandwidth phase-and amplitude pulseshaping, including coherent control, nonlinear imaging, laser micro-machining, we also propose the use of this device as active element for compensating for space-time and space-spectral coupling distortions [25] [26] [27] [28] arising for instance upon propagation through dispersive and nonlinear elements.
